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Best Budgerigar and Best CYCR Budgerigar
National Show – Gore – Aug 1-3
Murray Lloyd – Congratulations Murray!
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After the election of two new members onto
your BSNZ Council at the AGM held at the
Patronage Show in Hamilton, the Council has
met and begun the process of prioritising the
projects for the coming year. We are well
underway with a number of new initiatives. If
you have any queries and concerns please
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budgiesec@barons.co.nz
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Report on Research into Disease
Screening in NZ Budgerigars

This month our friendly Vet, Hamish Baron,
has summarised the research he conducted in
New Zealand to assess the disease states of 90
North Island budgerigars. He has previously
published this research in the Journal of Avian
Diseases. Enjoy this summary for your
information.
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Assisted Insemination in Captive
Bred
Budgerigars
(Melopsittacus
undulatus)
We take a break, this month, from Dean’s
series on breeding for colour, to publish the
first article of a two part series, that covers a
range of factors and details around Assisted
Insemination in time, we hope, for the second
round of this new breeding season.
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Society:
Look here for where to order brochures,
banners and your official rings.
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Please note that the Budgerigar Society of
New Zealand (Inc.) Treasurer and Ring
Registrar has a new e-mail address. Please
send all future correspondence and
membership forms to Dave Ingoe at:
dbingoe@ewc.co.nz or dave.nzbsz@gmail.com
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Council Chatter
by: Sheryl Baron, BSNZ, Secretary

Election of new Counsellors at
the AGM:
The AGM, held at the Patronage Show in
Hamilton in June, saw the election of two
new members to Council and we warmly
welcome Steve Macher and Mike Hannan to
the Council. The Council, on behalf of the
membership of the BSNZ, extends a vote of
sincere thanks to the two outgoing Council
members. Kevin Rickerby, from Invercargill,
has given excellent service to the Council
over a number of years and Jim Ziarno, from
Hamilton has contributed positively to the
business of Council. These two members
deserve our sincere thanks for offering their
time and services to your Society and we
wish them well in the future and with their
breeding programmes!

N.Z. Budgerigar Society
Patronage Show 2014
This event certainly lived up to our
expectations and beyond and the Hamilton
Club put on an excellent event! The
hospitality, the various events and the way in

Remit 2 – Re budgies exhibited in the Novice
classes must be BBE. This remit also passed
and will see changes to the Year Book and
Novice exhibiting next year.
Remit 3 – Re changes to Spangle classes. This
remit was passed.
Remit 4 – Re Partnership Membership
Change. Again this was passed and these
changes will be reflected in the 2015 – 2016 year
when partnerships will have one vote and pay
the same fee as single members.

The Grand National Show:
The National Show in Gore was an excellent
event which showcased some of the best birds
on offer in New Zealand. The hospitality was
warm and friendly, the competition hot and the
event was well run and professional from start
to finish! A full report on this major Show in our
calendar will appear in the October edition of
this Bulletin.

E-mail Contact Details and
Website Updates
Our webmaster and new Counsellor, Steve
Macher, is in the process of updating the emails for all Council members and once this
process has been completely worked through a
complete list of aligned e-mail addresses will be
circulated to members. Elsewhere in this
Bulletin a few of the new addresses have been
revealed for your use.
Steve will have a regular slot in the Bulletin
highlighting new material and any other tips for
your use of this important tool for
communicating with the membership!

Judges working at the
Hamilton Patronage Show
which the Budgerigar Society was welcomed
and supported, made for an excellent event
all round. There will be a full pictorial section
in the October Bulletin so that those who
could not attend can catch up with the
events and see how well it all went.

Annual General Meeting:
The Annual General Meeting was a wellattended event and the number of people who
utilised the proxy voting system was the highest
seen in recent years, indicating a very high
interest in the remits put before the
membership, by the members for discussion,
consideration and voting upon.
The results of these votes are probably well
known by now, but the results are summarised
here for the interest of all members:
Remit 1 – Re changing the status of Current
Year Closed Ring (CYCR) Bred by Exhibitor
(BBE) to Young Bird BBE. This remit was
received favourably and passed.

The BSNZ display at the
Nationals featuring the
Sth Island banners and
Herbie Duston’s excellent
display.

National Winner
–Murray Lloyd

President’s
Report
by: Tony Grinter, BSNZ, President
Wel,l the show season is over and now it’s time
to get to work on next year’s offspring. We have
been busy sorting out our pairs to put in the
breeding cages and working out the surplus to
sell and make room for the babies we plan to
breed.
I must congratulate Murray Lloyd for his
outstanding young bird to win both CYCR and
Best bird at the Gore National, a deserving
winner. It was great to have Jean Painter from
Australia as senior judge and her talk to the
members on the Sunday of the Show was very
interesting and gave an insight to exhibiting
budgerigars in NSW. I must also thank the
Southland Club for their efforts in setting up
and running an excellent event that they can be
very proud of. The facilities that are available in
Southland provided by the Licensing Trust
really are second to none and I am sure are the
envy of many Clubs in other parts of the
country.
The new rings are now with everyone and they
look to be of excellent quality. We have had a
small hiccup with the personalised rings not
having NZBS on them but the time frame
between receiving them and delivering them to
you prevented us from remedying this oversight
for this year. But, as you will understand, there
are always a few teething problems when you
change suppliers and systems and this will be
corrected for any future orders, I am confident
that the colour and quality will mean there is no
confusion with these rings.
Now is the time for all Novice exhibitors to get
busy breeding your birds for next year as you
can now only show birds that you have bred
yourself. For the Champion exhibiters we now
can look forward to showing the same birds as
we have shown this year and not have to bother
looking at this year’s breeding except to work
out what to sell. As a judge I think we can look
forward to a reversal of the numbers of birds
shown in the young bird and old bird classes.
When looking at the birds being shown this year
fewer than 10% would have been more than
two years old. The other change for everyone is
the change to the spangle classes with
everything but double factors being grouped
together. This should not be taken as an
indication that the markings are not important
as they are a marked variety and have
additional importance placed on clear well
defined markings and this must be considered
when judging these birds.
I hope that everyone has a great breeding
season and we all look forward to our first
chicks starting to hatch and come out of the
nest.

Disease
Screening of
New Zealand
Budgerigars
This month Hamish has prepared a summary
of his own research into three breeding
populations of budgies in the North Island of
New Zealand and the results of that research.

Disease Screening of Three
Breeding Populations of Adult
Exhibition
Budgerigars
(Mellopsittacus undulates) in
New Zealand Reveals A High
Prevalence Of A Novel
Polyomavirus
and
Avian
Malaria Infection.
A,*

B

Hamish R. Baron , Laryssa Howe ,
C,D,E
Arvind Varsani
, Robert J.T.
A
Doneley

Summary
Disease surveillance is vital to the
management of New Zealand’s endemic and
threatened avian species. Three infectious
agents which are potential threats to New
Zealand’s endemic birds include Avian
polyomavirus (APV), Beak and feather disease
virus (BFDV) and Avian malaria. All three
agents have been reported in New Zealand,
however, possible reservoir populations have
not been identified. In this communication,
we report the first study of APV, BFDV, and
avian malaria in introduced adult, exhibition
budgerigars (Melopsittacus undulates) in New
Zealand.
Blood samples were collected from 90 living
adult budgerigars from three breeding
locations in the North Island of New Zealand.
An overall APV prevalence of 22% was
determined using a broad spectrum nested
PCR which amplified the major capsid protein
VP1 gene of polyomavirus. Phylogenetic
analysis of the VP1 gene revealed a unique
isolate of APV which had a sequence
divergence of 32% to previously reported
budgerigar fledgling disease strains and 33%
to the recently reported New Zealand finch
isolate. All of the budgerigars sampled were
found to be PCR negative for BFDV and an
overall prevalence of 30% was detected by
PCR for avian malaria. Sequencing revealed
the presence of ubiquitous malarial strains
and also the potentially destructive
Plasmodium relictum strain. The results of
this study suggest that both APV and avian
malaria are present in New Zealand adult
budgerigars and our study highlights the need
for further studies to determine whether
these pathogens captive bird populations
may be a threat or spill over into New
Zealand’s endemic and threatened avifauna
and whether prevention and control methods
need to be implemented.
Abbreviations
APV = Avian Polyomavirus, BFD = budgerigar
fledgling disease, BFDV= Beak and feather
disease virus, PBFD = Psittacine beak and
feather disease, PCR = Polymerase chain
reaction, WCC = White cell count
What does all that mean?
I will break down the summary of the paper
into the three diseases that we looked at.

Avian polyomavirus
Avian polyomavirus is one of the known
causative agents for french moult or runners.
The high prevalence that we found in the
North Island of New Zealand suggests that
this virus is ubiquitous – meaning it is very
likely that it is present in the entire
population of budgies in New Zealand, and
has been so for a substantial period of time.
How do I come to those conclusions? The
virus we found was a completely new one,
which has been seen nowhere else in the
world. This suggests that it has had a
significant period of time to mutate and
become its own virus in the budgies of New
Zealand. An overall prevalence of 22% means
that 1/5 birds in the study was either
infected, or had been infected with avian
polyomavirus in the past. This is a significant
portion of the population and reiterates the
need for strict quarantine measures.
Beak and feather disease virus
Despite a really concerted effort, we were
unable to find beak and feather disease virus
in the budgies we sampled in New Zealand.
Beak and feather disease has been reported
previously overseas in budgerigars and it is
very significant that we did not find it in the
New Zealand birds sampled. The likelihood
that beak and feather disease is circulating
(ie. being transmitted from budgie to budgie)
in budgie populations in the north island of
New Zealand is VERY slim and would be
statistically as likely as 0.04%.
This is great news for budgie fanciers and bad
news for those who perpetuate the myth that
the budgies in New Zealand are disease
ridden. Beak and feather disease is a major
immunosuppressive virus and the fact we
could not find it is a very positive result.
Cockatoos, rosellas and kakariki have been
reported as being infected in New Zealand
and it is possible that transmission of the
disease can occur between these species in
mixed aviaries – for this reason it is advised
that strict quarantine measures are adhered
to and budgies from mixed aviaries are kept
separate from one’s stud.
Avian malaria

Despite its name, avian malaria is not as
deadly as the human version and it is not
something that humans can contract. It is
spread by biting insects which cause a blood
infection in the form of a parasite. The avian
malaria parasite has been implicated in the
death of a large number of native New
Zealand birds, it is ubiquitous in black birds
and song thrushes in New Zealand and it is
not an unexpected finding. It is, however,
the first time avian malaria has been
reported in budgies in New Zealand. It is
unknown what sort of disease (if any) is
caused by this parasitic infection in the blood
and there is currently no treatment
available. To manage avain malaria we need
to limit the amount of biting insects that are
in the aviary – this may be by putting up
mosquito netting in the summer or by
removing water sources suitable for breeding
mosquitoes.
The study uncovered some significant disease
in budgerigars in New Zealand, found a new
virus and established that polyomavirus is
well established in our aviaries. It is the first
step in getting some genuine, scientific data
to back up what we have been seeing over a
number of years. Of course, with all these
things, it costs a lot of money and I am
thankful to the organisations below for their
support in funding this project.
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My hope and goal with this article is to
inform, educate and to encourage discussion
and (healthy) debate within the hobby. So
let’s begin with the term “Assisted
Insemination”. Why assisted insemination
instead of artificial insemination?

Assisted
Insemination in
Captive Bred
Budgerigars
(Melopsittacus
undulatus).
“A two part educational
introduction and opinion piece
on the “What, when, where,
how, why” (and “not’s”) of
assisted insemination in
budgerigars”.
By: Dean Fallen

Part 1
Let me be clear, first and foremost, that this
article is not intended to encourage or
discourage the use of assisted insemination
(or ‘AI’) in the keeping and breeding of
captive budgerigars for pleasure or for
exhibition. It is my belief that those who
wish to seek and pursue varied skills and
knowledge will do so with or without
encouragement or adversity, and those who
do not – will not; and this certainly applies to
our hobby. It is my opinion, however, that
those who DO wish to expand their
knowledge and practice down the road of AI
should be well informed before doing so –
both on the theoretical, practical and ethical
aspects, as well as potential risks/benefits;
after all :
“An investment in knowledge pays the best
interest” - Benjamin Franklin

Some argue it should ‘rightly’ (and only) be
called artificial - as it is a break from the
normal process of a male courting, mounting
and copulating/fertilising a hen. They argue
very strongly that such a break away from
‘Mother Nature’ is a deviant and unethical
practice, and can only have dire
consequences or at the very least is
‘cheating’ and not ‘proper’ animal
husbandry. I agree somewhat, but only in
the sense that everything we do (and have
done) since removing budgerigars from their
native habitat is artificial, and budgies do not
AI each other naturally. As hobbyists and pet
lovers we control intake (water, seeds,
pellets,
supplements/aids,
medication),
breeding season/s, living environment
(aviary/flights/cages/lighting) as well as
breeding
environment
(nest
boxes/shavings/peat,
number
of
rounds/eggs) and breeding partners.
However, I would still propose an argument
for referring to AI as assisted insemination for
the following reasons. Both Encyclopedia
Britannica and Wikipedia refer to artificial
insemination as a deliberate act of inserting
semen INTO the female reproductive tract by
any means other than sexual intercourse (or
in the animal kingdom ‘copulation’). Now in
a practical sense, AI in budgies does not place
any device(s) INTO the reproductive tract, at
most the semen is brought to the surface of
the males cloaca via stimulation or mild
pressure, extracted by capillary action into a
tube and then the extracted semen is placed
(typically blown) onto the cloacal opening on
the hen. Nothing is inserted anywhere. For
this reason I, personally, use the term
assisted insemination, as by means of the
capillary tube, we are assisting the transfer of
(but not inserting) sperm from one external
source to another. After this, the hen draws
it into her reproductive tract in the normal
fashion without further assistance. I think it
fairly common sense that most would avoid
placing any object or substance into the
cloacal orifice in birds and risk damaging the
tissue or internal organs. There are many
more arguments for/against the distinction
between the terms, and at the end of the day
any distinction is a thin one indeed; and I
leave it up to you to decide for yourself how
to phrase the concept.
Having said that, let’s move on to the
technique itself. We will be covering the
process of actually ‘doing’ AI in this first part
of the two part series. The second part will

focus on the conceptual side – the history,
debate/contention, potential pros and cons,
as well as cautions and lessons regarding AI
and its use in budgerigars. Without further
ado….







The AI technique:
Cock bird
Pluck or trim the vent feathers. This is helpful
when first starting, but I found after getting
my technique down I do not need to do this
at all.
Catch up the cock bird after seeing it
defecate (poop), or catch and release the
cock bird and you will find most of the time
they fly to a perch and poop straight away.
Take up the cock bird in hand again. The
correct hold will find your pinky finger
supporting the chest/lower neck, your middle
three fingers covering and securing the back
and wings gently but firmly and thus your
thumb is then free to lift the tail from
underneath, raising it vertical and holding it
against your forefinger, revealing the
cloaca/vent.
NOTE: Rarely, some cock birds are extremely
nervous by nature. They evade capture, and
once caught begin to rapidly pant and have a
greatly increased heart rate that can be felt
by touch and often have dilated ‘panicked’
looking eyes. Prolonging this experience can
kill them as the rapid heart rate (Tachycardia)
increases to the point where the heart is no
longer pumping effectively and the birds pass
out and can die. These birds must be
released immediately and are not suitable for 
AI. I have not known hens that do this, if
hens don’t like being caught they just take a
bite out of you!!!





Assess the vent area. It should be free from
clag/feaces, if not it must be cleaned of dried
feces. If there is loose or fouled poop on the
vent feathers, seriously consider NOT using a
potentially sick bird for AI. It is not known
what diseases may yet be passed on via
expressed semen. (They would still be passed
on it natural copulation, but we must take
extra caution with AI).

Place the thumb and forefinger of your free
hand directly on the vent. Move them down
each side of the vent approximately 1cm and
then apply gentle but firm pressure inwards
and ‘up’ towards the vent itself. Done right,
this manual technique should produce a small
droplet of clear, yellow or milky white semen.
Another method is to start from the 1cm
point, and gently stroke up towards the vent
in repeated motions. Done correctly the cock
will start rhythmically chirping, squirming and 
contracting his legs at which point he will
produce as above.

NOTE: In my experience cocks with small
and/or flat vents are either out of season, or
too young/old and rarely produce anything,
or only clear semen. In contrast, cocks with
bright pink/purple ‘fleshy’ and raised vents
produce readily.
When viewed under
microscope my experience has been clear
samples have little sperm. White has good
concentrations and coffee colored or yellow 
milky samples have high concentrations of
sperm.


The sample produced must be immediately
collected in a NON-heparinized capillary tube.
Heparin is toxic to sperm. Unfortunately you
will have to source these yourself depending
on location! Pharmacies may sell them or you
could look online. To collect the sample use a
NEW capillary tube placed on the sample,
which will automatically draw it up via
capillary action (ergo its name!). Use the
sample ASAP as the sperm congeals into a
useless sludge within 5 minutes (sometimes
faster in summer). This is easier done with
two people; otherwise one person can do it
alone with bird in hand and capillary tube in
mouth (DO NOT BITE DOWN! HOLD IT IN
YOUR LIPS ONLY. AND DO NOT BREATH IN
ONCE
YOU
HAVE
THE
SAMPLE!!).
Alternatively you can purchase (or make?)
capillary tube holders (Mario Capasso sells
them). I imagine a secure vertical wooden
dowel with a clothes peg screwed or glued
vertically would
suffice.
Hen
Hens should be
caught up, held
and assessed in
the same manner
as cock birds. Be
mindful they can
bite your pinky
finger something
fierce if they are
determined enough. Wear gloves or grow
thicker skin (enough bites actually does do
that, I know first-hand!).
Ensure the hen has pooped recently, or
release her and let her poop. With the bird
held correctly, take two fingers and place
them directly under the vent, gently applying
downward movement to retract the skin. This
opens the cloaca and reveals the
reproductive tract which is slightly moister
and pinker than the more external tissue
where the intestinal tract and the
reproductive tract meet (the cloacal
opening).
Place the capillary tube over the opening and
blow the collected semen sample onto it.

Release the downward pressure and let the
cloaca retract.
It should then start
rhythmically pumping and the hen will draw
the semen into herself automatically.
Sometimes she may not do so immediately,
but blowing gently on her vent will also
encourage this action to begin.
Release the hen. Should she then poop, your
efforts are wasted! Urates and stool are toxic
to sperm so it is imperative she poops and is
clean before and has no more poop left to
vacate after being AI’d.
Timing
Timing your initial AI is a matter of
preference. Since it can be time consuming,
some wait until the first egg is laid before first
attempting to AI. It is imperative you can
check nest boxes regularly for AI, as you must
fertilise the hen within 5-6 hours of her egg
being laid or you will miss the second egg but
fertilise the third (hens can store sperm for
up to 17 days – theoretically one successful
AI should fertilise an entire clutch). Another
benefit of the ‘wait until egg one’ method is
that once the fourth egg is laid, you can check
and compare fertility for eggs one and two. If
egg one is clear and egg two is fertile it is
extremely likely your AI was successful.
Alternatively you can wait until the hen is
showing signs of egg development –
increasing time in the nest box, large poops,
‘egg bum’ etc. You can then choose to AI at
this point if you are dead set on full fertility.
Following this method, AI is then done daily
until egg one is laid and often once again
after egg two; but this is individual
preference. It should not be necessary to AI
after egg two. If egg one is clear, egg two is
full (from AI) and egg three is clear then you
have an issue with the quality or quantity of
sperm you are using, or the hen has faulty
sperm storage vessels. TAKE NOTE!
WHO IS THE SIRE?
If you have AI’d your desired cock over a hen
or hens with another cock bird in the
breeding cage(s); the obvious question of
paternity is raised. After using AI and utilising
microscopes to assess, I found that true
infertility in cocks is extremely rare.
‘Infertility’ (more aptly ‘poor’ fertility) in
breeding cages arises from cocks being of
poor nutritional status/poor constitution,
sick, too young/old or they are used out of
season (yes cocks have seasonal sperm
production spikes and falls). Or it may arise
from causes unique to the hen. Without a
truly infertile ‘feeder’ cock paired to an AI’d
hen there are only a few ways to guarantee
parentage. One way is to pair two recessives
(sex-linked or not), and AI a desirable normal
or non-recessive (make sure it isn’t split!!). All

Show Results
and Reports
From Around the
Clubs:

normal offspring are the product of AI and all
recessives are of natural parentage. The same
can be said of using double factor dominants.
Pair two blues and AI a known double factor
green (I.E NOT split blue). Or AI a double
factor dominant pied / spangle etc to nonpied/spangle pairings. A good grasp of
genetics and accurate breeding records are
essential in this endeavor.
Failing this the question is then, does it
matter? If you get 100% fertility (or even
greater than 80%), and the offspring are
progressing in quality then your pairings are
successful irrespective of which cock fathered
which chick.
Summary/conclusion for part one:
We have covered the essentials of the AI
technique in this first part for instructive
purposes. Whether you do the full AI or not
is up to you, certainly I encourage readers to
at least attempt it. There are no confirmed
statements I have read about injuring cock
birds while learning to AI, but please use
caution in your approach and perhaps for
exhibition breeders, start with your ‘least’
valued cock (or a cull) to attain confidence
and skill. Once you have the technique,
check a few more cock birds before pairing
them to hens – do they all produce semen
with the AI hold? If not, compare the egg
filling rates of those birds compared with the
ones you could obtain semen from using the
hold. In part two we will go into the history,
contention/debate and theoretical aspects of
AI within the budgerigar hobby. Happy
breeding season folks!

by: Sheryl Baron, BSNZ Secretary

Available NOW
through Your
Society:
A reminder for all Clubs that we have
available, FREE brochures to hand out to all
prospective members interested in joining
the Budgerigar Society. If you are interested
in having a few on hand to distribute to new
Club members who signed up at your Show
please
contact
the
Secretary
on:

sheryl.nzbs@gmail.com





A total of 524 birds were benched this year with the
budgie breeders from the Club and region
contributing 96 Champion and 43 Novice entries.
Best Budgerigar in Show went to the B & S Flintoff
partnership with a CYCR bird, while K & N Grieg won
Best Hen in Show. The Best Novice Budgerigar prize
was awarded to J V M Silby and the Best CYCR
Budgerigar
went
to
S.
Macher.

Best Novice CYCR,
Stratford
Steve Macher

Official Budgerigar Society Rings are
available through your Society and these
rings must be used for all CYCR entries at
Shows. If you have not yet ordered your rings
for the 2014-2015 breeding season you are
not too late as we have a few left from our
first order: dbingoe@ewc.co.nz
Also available, in both the North and South
Islands, are a pair of excellent quality banners
which can be used at your Shows and Sales
and Garden Parties to promote both budgie
breeding and the Budgerigar Society of New
Zealand. Please contact the Secretary on:
sheryl.nzbs@gmail.com
to arrange for
delivery to your North Island Show and Mike
Fuller on: mikef.nzbs@gmail.com

Topflight hosted a morning tea on the Sunday morning of the Nationals at which they presented
some most informative detail on the impact of heat treatment on the nutritional value of seed.
Topflite has recently agreed to a 5-year sponsorship deal with the BSNZ and it is heartening to
learn of the research they are carrying out, through Massey University. The results indicate that
heat treatment of seed “negatively affects Vitamin A and reactive Lysines”. The key points from
the report from Massey University as presented to attendees are:


Stratford Show – June 7th and
8th

“Vitamin A deficiency is a common issue in pet birds and could have a major impact on
health if the birds are given only an all seed diet of heat treated products.”
Vitamin A deficiency increases susceptibility to infection and also affects mucous
membranes, reproduction and feather health.
Protein and amino acids are more available to birds in the Topflite seed than in the
imported sample tested.
Protein and fat content, favourable to bird nutrition, were higher in the Topflite sample.

Hawkes Bay Show - June 14th and
15th
Of a total of 103 budgies benched, only 13 of these
were from Novice breeders making competition
much stiffer in the Champion section. The B & S
Flintoff partnership were awarded Best Budgerigar in
Show with K & N Grieg again benching the Best Hen
in the Show. The Best Champion CYCR, on the other
hand, went to the Townsend & O’Sullivan
partnership. In the Novice section, M. Arlidge won
both the Best Novice Budgie and the Best CYCR with
different birds.

Levin Show – June 21st and 22nd
The Levin Show was held on the same weekend
as the Patronage Show in Hamilton and the
Levin Club is to be congratulated on the solid
numbers of budgerigars benched despite the
relative proximity of their Show to the
Patronage Show hosted, this year, by the
Hamilton Club. A total of 136 budgies were
entered at Levin with 87 of them in the
Champion and 49 in the Novice section. Best
Budgerigar in this Show went to Phil Hill with K
& N Grieg producing the Best CYCR bird on the
day and B & S Flintoff taking honours for the
Best Open Hen in Show. A CYCR bird was able
to take out the Best Novice award and C. Asken
was the Novice breeder.

Huntly Show- June 28th and 29th
The Best Budgerigar in this Show was won by V
& L Huston with a CYCR Dominant Pied cock
bird. D & E. Lourens, who have just moved up to
Champion this year, won Best Hen in Show, also
with a Dominant Pied. The Novice section was
won by Ngaire Madden who also won the Best
Novice CYCR BBE with a different bird.

Best Novice Budgie–
Ngaire Madden

Palmerston North Show July
5th and 6th

Best Budgerigar–
Merv Johnston

The benching of 52 Champion birds and 63
Novice birds meant for healthy competition in
Piako this year! A & R Grinter had amazing
success on the bench taking out Best Budgie in
Show, Best Hen in Show and Best Champion
CYCR.

Best CYCR and
CYCR Hen –
Allister Garrett

Best CYCR
Champion and
Best Bird in Show
V & L Huston

Best
BestOpen Hen
Budgie,
Best CYCR
Champio
and
Novice –
n Best
CYCR
Chris
BBE.Asken

Piako Show –
July 12th and 13th

With a total of 103
budgies competing
at this Show the
winners on the day
were Merv Johnston
with
Best
Budgerigar
and
Chris
Asken,
a
Novice
breeder,
with the Best open
Hen, Best CYCR BBE
and Best Novice
Budgie. B & S
Flintoff
achieved

The bird pictured above is the bird judged to be
the Best Novice CYCR BBE Hen and overall Best
Novice CYCR BBE bird and is owned by Allister
Garrett. Brian Hamerton won Best Novice
Budgerigar on the day. With 105 budgies
benched there was plenty of work for the
judges. There was a total of 63 Novice birds
benched at Piako which was a great turn out.

Auckland Met Show – July 19th
and 20th
With the dubious honour of being almost the
last Show on the calendar, Auckland Met had a
very favourable benching of budgies with 91
Champion birds and 52 Novice. Club President,
Dave Nicholson writes: “In terms of numbers
through the door, new members signing up,
friendliness, atmosphere and feedback, I think
once again we can all feel very proud of the
Auckland Metro Bird Club. Pleasing to see more
of our members showing birds for the very first
time and also, some relatively new members
making themselves available to help out over
the weekend. The work put in by committee
members and the ‘army’ of members who
turned up to help is a key reason why we can
put on such a successful show year in and year
out.”

The Council has streamlined the process of members communicating with
Council members by making all the e-mail addresses for members of Council
uniform in structure. So from now on, if you wish to make comment on any
aspect of the work of Council you can use the following addresses:
sheryl.nzbs@gmail.com – Secretary; steve.nzbs@gmail.com – Webmaster.
Once this is fully operational there will be further information about this in
the October Bulletin for your information and use. We hope that this will
assist all members in their communication with Council members.

Just a brief update on what is new
this month to the Budgerigar Society
website to help all the members get
the most from the site.

We have a new International Articles
section where we are constantly
adding budgerigar material from all
over the world.

Come and view the all-new video
section of the website with the
Campbell live interview from the
2014 National at Gore and the
interview with Jean Painter. Also
Watch Darryl Cleland conduct the
2014 Auction held in Hamilton.

A number of our members are
having some issues with
remembering their passwords. If
you are having a problem, please
contact me on 021720988 or
Steve.macher@gmail.com
Alternatively you can reset your
password by clicking Members then
Edit Profile.

Not had a chance to catch-up with
everything in the bulletin? All the
bulletins are now available for
download on the website.

Members can reset their own
passwords via this method at any
time. There is a post on the front
page of the website which explains
everything in a step-by-step guide.
If there are any problems please do
not hesitate to get in touch.

WWW.NZBUDGERIGARSOCIETY.CO.NZ

Thoughts from
Tanglewood
Part Two:
An Interview with
Gerald Binks
by: Terry Tuxford, Long time Editor of
Budgerigar World, Editor of The
Budgerigar magazine for the British BS,
writer for Cage and Aviary Birds in the
UK and owner and manager of the
website www.budgerigarworld.com that
is fronted by Gerald Binks.

In the last edition of the Bulletin, Gerald
Binks told us about his years in the hobby
since starting in budgerigars in 1945, and
how he has sustained his enthusiasm over
some 67 years. He makes the point that in
this hobby you never stop learning and
underpins this statement in this edition by
telling us of the changes he has made in
recent years and what he would do if he
started again.
However, I began by asking Gerald about the
development of the hobby and what he felt
were the highs and lows for him.
The Highs and Lows
The high point was in the 1980’s when a
certain pair 16 comprising two grey green
normals just happened to breed an
outstanding nest of awesome birds for their
day. Suddenly everyone wanted to buy
anything related to that nest and for years
after. The top bird was a grey green cock,
BA23-43-86, a bird which would still win
today, but not at top level in 2013. I showed it
at the Budgerigar Society Club Show and at
the Budgerigar World Open Championship at

Blackpool; both shows had in excess of 4000
benched exhibits.
This cock was the forerunner of birds with
width of face without the inferior “keyhole”
effect and narrowness either side of the cere
eventually leading to “the buffalo effect”, but
a very low point now emerged at the former
show, which was disgraceful. Everyone knew
that the Grey Green was the best in the
country, but I was up against the fact that I
was heading the Budgerigar World Magazine
and had staged the Budgerigar World Open
Championship at Sandown Park Racecourse
which had set new standards and just a few
officials were resentful of my efforts. As a
result the Grey Green was put down for Best
in Show to an interior Opaline Cinnamon
Light Green cock. So Best in Show at the BS
for me was politically blocked and everyone
knew it, however just weeks later the same
Grey Green went to the BW Show and Won
Best Budgerigar In Show with a 4500 entry.
So anybody today, who even thinks I am
afraid to Show - think again. I accept losing
with equanimity.
This time had a profound effect on me. What
was the point of showing if people who were
supposed to be respected as judges were
prepared to lose their credibility out of sheer
spite of someone who was making efforts to
improve the hobby for everyone’s benefit?
Today’s General Council has greater integrity
than in my days of heading up Budgerigar
World, which is very satisfying and inspires
me to Show again.
Your editor has also asked me what
ambitions I have today. Come out and show
again and try to do well at the Budgerigar
Society Club Show. I will be 80 at the next
event, so it will not be easy as I always start
breeding in mid-October. But I will make
every effort and I shall enjoy being with all
the fanciers who attend, who hopefully will
approach me if they are juniors, beginners,
novices or any other category. I will be
delighted to chat to anyone who has a wish
to do so. We are all just budgie fanciers –
nothing else.
Changes and Innovations
I then went on to talk to Gerald about the
changes he has made in terms of applying up
to date innovations to improve his efficiency
and management in the hobby. This was his
reply…………..
Certainly I have had to learn how to use the
computer really well to communicate faster
and more efficiently with the hobby worldwide. I had to learn to type from scratch and
with the demise of Budgerigar World
magazine that I founded in 1982, then under

the County Press in Bala, North Wales I
spotted an opportunity to launch a free online magazine with in-depth articles, which I
did successfully.
The switch from film to digital photography
has been profound and linked to the
computer has created a massive
improvement in speed and efficiency in both
personal advertising and article illustration.
My effort in devising methods of depicting
budgerigars in colour (there were none
before BW) are well established in The
Challenge. One area I find difficult is when
buyers abroad request photos of birds that
are available. Yes, easy to photograph, but
when out of condition can give the wrong
impression entirely. Basically I try to avoid it
and ask fanciers to rely on my experience and
credibility.
Lastly, the recent near withdrawal of the well
known Vitamin B12 solution under the Trade
Name of Cytacon; the chemical name is
Cyanocobalamin. It is essential to get your
chick embryos acquiring great energy and
popping out easily from their shells and
being fed by the hens immediately because
an active red-coloured chick will always call
for food. So many fanciers called me in
frustration that I trawled the Net and
eventually found a source – and a far better
source as I will explain – called FORCE 12 and
is sold by Aviform. Why is it better? The
reason is that the earlier Cytacon is syrup
based and if a bird has any fungi in its
system, the syrup feeds it beautifully and it
grows massively and you have a very sick
bird(s). By contrast FORCE 12 is Vitamin B12
without syrup but is water based and thus
vastly superior.

Starting Again
So armed with 67 years of experience I asked
Gerald what approach he advice he would
give to someone just starting up.
If I were young again and just starting up, I
would spend 12 to 18 months doing nothing
in terms of aviary construction or buying
stock. That time would be spent getting all
the information I could acquire from books,

magazines, the internet, visiting aviaries all
over the country, attending lectures and
noting everything down. Naturally going to
shows would be essential and watching
judges who were breeding top quality birds
themselves, so they knew what they were
doing. In that way my eyes would be able to
be trained – to the millimeter as to what are
all the good and difficult features to be
exhibited and by the same token the tiny
faults that separate one good bird from its
competitors. Then I would start!

Before ending I would like to make an
observation. After so many years trying to
encourage the Budgerigar Society to attack
the marketing aspect of our hobby to the
public at large, and being actually told
recently by a top official that it was a, "waste
of time and money", I was really pleased to
see that the General Council has taken a
different view and engaged a fancier with
some marketing experience into that role.
Finally, another bit of praise to this time
Grant Findlay, who was interviewed on Radio
by Chris Evans in mid-March this year. Grant
gave excellent opening answers but later
very skillfully fended off some traps set by
Evans that had been deliberately laid. Great
answers Grant - thinking on your feet and
super publicity for the BS and all fanciers. I
have said for years that unless you let people
know we exist, we will continue to get the
same result we have always got - a declining
membership!

Secondly the chase for “length of feather”
and “width of face” giving what I named in
2004, “The Buffalo Effect” is a new challenge
for the hobby everywhere. Highly desirable
in the head region but undesirable below the
shoulder, when the feather length that is
achieved affects type and creates a much
longer bird; so long that the wing carriage
and tail droop. Some well-intentioned
fanciers are already talking about longflights! In truth however, only fanciers of my
generation understand what the original
long-flights looked like. That said, if we are
not careful we will be bringing the longflights back again and a great deal depends
on our judges. If they, like some breeders,
get overawed by head qualities to the extent
that they ignore style, carriage and type – we
are in for serious trouble in the years to
come. We are, in my opinion, on the edge of
destroying the beauty of the Exhibition
Budgerigar. The big question to the judges is
which of you has the courage to put down a
big-headed exhibit for lack of type.
Learning The Hard Way
I bred a super grey normal youngster this
year and at six weeks old the parents refused
to feed it. No amount of trying him in other
nests would work and I decided to really have
a go at hand feeding supplemented with

appropriate drugs. I placed him in the warm
hospital area I have and each day I fed him
three times via crop needle containing Dr
Rob Marshall’s super solution Quik Gel, plus
some amoxicillin antibiotic mixed with a
baby powder and all administered warm
direct to the crop. It took time but as his
strength improved I placed another selfeating chick in with him - sick birds need a
companion.
After this hurdle, he began to eat really well
and was approaching full recovery. It was at
this stage I learned something! I stupidly
offered him a standard commercial egg food,
very soft, but it would harden as it dried out.
Then a big problem arose very quickly. He
went backwards and I checked his crop only
to find a hard "ball" of undigested food
blocking the alimentary canal. I crop fed him
some warm water and applied gentle
manipulation with only partial success. It
wasn’t a blocked gizzard as this is situated
further down, but on the third day I lost him.
My fault entirely and was I cross as he was
fine without the soft food. I cannot in all
confidence say I was completely correct as
other factors could be involved - but I learned
something new. As Jo Mannes says when
anyone rings him and says "Jo. That bird I
bought yesterday has died" Jo’s response is
simple, "They do that you know." Such is life
when you are dealing with livestock, but I
learned not to make the same mistake again.
The BSNZ Council is delighted we
working with Terry Tuxford, Editor of
The Budgerigar magazine in Britain, to
share articles of interest to our
respective memberships. This two part
article is the first one we have used and
we hope it is of great interest to our
members. We are aware that many will
have seen these articles published
internationally. Articles from our
Bulletin will also be appearing in The
Budgerigar.

B.S.N.Z.(Inc.)
Annual General
Meeting:
.

The time is fast approaching for all changes, amendments,
advertisements etc. to be submitted for the 2015 Federation Year
Book. The Council of the BSNZ is committed to ensuring that this
important handbook is as accurate as possible so that all members
have the most accurate and complete details as possible as we move
into the coming year. The Secretary has spoken directly with many
members regarding the errors that need correcting, but if there are
any errors in your detail that you would appreciate having changed
please e-mail the Secretary directly during September with all
details. Please use this new e-mail address: sheryl.nzbs@gmail.com
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